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The microscopic events engendering liquid water evaporation have received much attention over the last
century, but remain incompletely understood. We present measurements of isotope fractionation occurring
during free molecular evaporation from liquid microjets and show that the isotope ratios of evaporating
molecules exhibit dramatic differences from equilibrium vapor values, strong variations with the solution
deuterium mole fraction, and a clear temperature dependence. These results indicate the existence of an energetic
barrier to evaporation and that the evaporation coefficient of water is less than unity. These new insights into
water evaporation promise to advance our understanding of the processes that control the formation and
lifetime of clouds in the atmosphere.

1. Introduction

Over the last century, numerous experiments have been
conducted to elucidate the mechanisms that control evaporation,
condensation, and trace gas uptake on the surfaces of water and
other liquids. The macroscopic processes of evaporation and
condensation are governed by the microscopic processes that
transport individual water molecules across the interface from
the bulk liquid to the vapor, and vice versa. Besides being of
fundamental interest, these basic processes are important in
atmospheric phenomena, e.g., in controlling the formation and
persistence of clouds and in changing the composition, reactivity,
and radiative properties of aerosols.1,2 The microscopic mech-
anism of evaporation can be described as a multistep process
wherein a liquid-phase molecule diffuses to the interfacial region
and, after a characteristic residence time, either evaporates or
returns to the bulk liquid. Few experiments have probed these
individual molecular processes directly. Due to the high
volatility of many important liquids, evaporating and condensing
molecules undergo many collisions in a gaseous layer near the
surface, and bulk samples of volatile liquids are always
simultaneously undergoing evaporation and condensation, thereby
greatly complicating direct study of either process in isolation.
Here, we report on experiments in which liquid microjets are
used to enable studies of evaporation from liquid water as a
unidirectional process.

Molecular beam scattering experiments on very low vapor
pressure liquids (e.g., glycerol, squaline, and concentrated H2-
SO4) have contributed much to our understanding of the
fundamentals of uptake and condensation and have provided
new insights into the microscopic events involved in condensa-
tion.3 Correspondingly, detailed studies on the evaporation of
high vapor pressure liquids (in particular, water) as a unique
process, separate from condensation, are far rarer,4,5 although a
significant amount of literature exists on liquid water evaporation

as a net process,6,7 and some studies of uptake have been
interpreted has having implications for evaporation.8

Many of the net evaporation studies have focused on
determining the evaporation coefficient (γe) for water. The term
γe is defined as the ratio of the observed evaporation rate to
the theoretical maximum rate (Je,max) given by the Hertz-
Knudsen equation,9

wherepsat is the saturation vapor pressure,m is mass,k is the
Boltzmann constant, andT is temperature. Accordingly,

At equilibrium, the net evaporative flux equals the net conden-
sation flux (Je,eqm ) Jc,eqm). However, it isnot a requirement
that these microscopic rates of transport across the liquid water
surface proceed at themaximumrate, namely withγe ) 1.

To date, there has been no definitive experimental determi-
nation of γe for water. Values ofγe spanning 3 orders of
magnitude have been reported, with the most recent measure-
ments indicating thatγe > 0.1.6,7 It has often been concluded
that γe ) 1 even when smaller values were experimentally
observed.10,11The major sources of uncertainty in the determi-
nation ofγe appear to be (i) surface contamination, (ii) the ability
to specify the surface temperature accurately, and (iii) the ability
to accurately account for recondensation. Although many authors
focus on the first two points, this third point is particularly
important, given that nearly all previous studies on the evapora-
tion of liquid water were performed under conditions wherein
condensation was significant. Moreover, all previous attempts
to determineγe for liquid water have measuredabsolute
evaporation rates and then related these absolute rates toJe,max.
Because evaporation and condensation are intimately coupled
processes, studies of water condensation are also relevant.
However, as with the evaporation coefficient, there is no
agreement in the literature as to the absolute magnitude of the
mass accommodation (MA), or uptake, coefficient of water onto
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water.7 Even the two most recent experiments in which the mass
accommodation coefficient was measured yielded conflicting
values, i.e., MA) 0.312 vs MA ) 1.13

The evaporation and mass accommodation associated with
liquids are often considered to be multistep processes (Figure
1a). Evaporation first involves the transfer of a molecule from
the bulk liquid to the liquid surface (process 1). This surface
species can then either evaporate (process 2) or return to the
bulk liquid (process 3). Mass accommodation in nonreacting
systems consists first of thermal accommodation of incident
molecules with the liquid surface (process 4), and then, this
newly formed surface species either enters the liquid (process
3), travels along the surface (process 5), or desorbs from the
surface (process 2) before it has a chance to be captured into
the bulk.8,14,15In any experiment that probes evaporation or mass
accommodation, it is important to clearly specify which of the

individual processes represented in Figure 1a are under con-
sideration because combinations of steps can produce distinctly
different constants representing aggregate processes, e.g.,γe or
MA, even though the apparent definitions are equivalent (cf.
eq 2). For example, the differences in the individual steps
involved in the overall evaporation and mass accommodation
processes are shown in Figure 1b and will be discussed in detail
later.

In the experiments on evaporation described here, we make
use of small liquid microjets (r jet < 3.5µm) to create a physical
situation wherein essentially collisionless evaporation occurs
from high vapor pressure liquids (i.e., water) with negligible
recondensation. Isotopic mixtures of liquid water (rather than
pure H2O) are utilized, allowing the consideration of evaporation
primarily as arelatiVeprocess rather than as anabsoluteprocess.
Specifially, isotope fractionation factors associated with free
evaporation (Revap) have been measured as a function of the
isotopic composition and temperature of the liquid. (Unfortu-
nately,R has been traditionally used to represent both isotope
fractionation factors and the mass accommodation coefficient.
For clarity, we useR to describe isotope fractionation and MA
to represent the mass accommodation coefficient.) The observed
values of Revap exhibit strong deviations from equilibrium
fractionation factors (Reqm) and a clear dependence on the
isotopic composition of the liquid, demonstrating that a sig-
nificant energetic barrier to the free evaporation of water exists
and that the evaporation coefficient for liquid water is, therefore,
less than unity.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Experimental Design.The evaporation from
small liquid jets is nearly collisionless, thereby allowing the
determination of properties associated with free molecular
evaporation. Also, the surface is continually renewed, thereby
minimizing the possibility of contamination by adsorption to
the surface. The isotopic composition of the evaporating
molecules from a liquid jet was determined using a quadrupole
mass spectrometer operated in electron impact mode. Our
experimental setup consists of a three stage, differentially
pumped chamber system in which evaporate from the liquid
jet is sampled into the mass spectrometer for the determination
of isotope ratios (Figure 2).

In the first stage, a liquid microjet (radius) 2-15 µm) is
allowed to evaporate into a high vacuum chamber maintained
at a pressure of∼10-4 Torr by a 150 L/s turbomolecular pump.
At this pressure, the mean free path is∼0.8 m,∼10 times larger

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of evaporation and mass accommodation
(uptake). For evaporation, molecules from the bulk liquid must first
(1) move from the bulk liquid to the surface and form a surface species
and then (2) evaporate before they are (3) returned to the bulk liquid.
Gas-phase molecules (4) incident on the liquid surface can (5) thermally
accommodate with the liquid surface or (6) scatter inelastically.
Molecules that are thermally accommodated can then either (2) desorb
or (3) be accommodated into the bulk liquid. (b) Evaporation (right)
and mass accommodation (left) models of mass transfer at the liquid
surface. For condensation, the dividing surface for mass transfer is
located between the surface layer and the bulk liquid, illustrated by
the dashed white line. For evaporation, the dividing surface is located
between the surface layer and the vapor, illustrated by the dashed black
line.

Figure 2. Schematic of the experimental setup. Evaporate from the
liquid jet is sampled through a 200-µm diameter parabolic skimmer
into the transfer chamber and then into the quadrupole mass spectrom-
eter. The evaporate is measured via electron impact ionization where
the electron kinetic energy is 17 eV, allowing for specific detection of
the parent ions (H2O+, HDO+, and D2O+).
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than the width of the evaporation chamber. The jet is collected
into a liquid nitrogen (LN2) cooled trap after traveling∼3 cm
in the evaporation chamber. Additional LN2 trapping is used
around the liquid jet in the evaporation chamber in order to
maintain a high vacuum in the presence of the rapidly
evaporating liquid. The evaporating molecules are sampled
through a 200-µm diameter parabolic skimmer into the second
“transfer” chamber. During sampling, the liquid jet is located
within 500µm of the skimmer entrance. A LN2 cooled plate is
located directly opposite the skimmer entrance in the liquid jet
chamber to further reduce the background signal. The liquid
jet assembly is mounted on a three-way manipulator to allow
for in vacuo control of the liquid jet position with respect to
the skimmer entrance. The pressure in the transfer chamber is
<3 × 10-8 Torr under normal operating conditions, dependent
upon the position of the liquid jet with respect to the skimmer.
A LN2 cooled copper plate with a 3-mm aperture is located
directly inline between the skimmer and the entrance to the third
chamber, which houses the quadrupole mass spectrometer. This
plate acts as a cold trap, providing significant reduction in
background signals. Pressures in the quadrupole chamber are
maintained at<2 × 10-8 Torr.

The liquid jets are produced by pressurizing the isotopic
solutions behind fused silica capillary nozzles using a high
performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC) pump. Liquid jet
nozzles are produced by pulling standard 100µm i.d. (360µm
o.d.) fused silica capillaries to the desired final nozzle diameter
using a commercial CO2 laser micropipet puller.

All isotopic solutions were prepared gravimetrically from high
purity H2O (18 MΩ, Millipore) and D2O (99.9% D, Cambridge
Isotope Labs).

The use of extensive LN2 trapping served to significantly
reduce background signals; however, it was still necessary to
explicitly subtract the background contribution to the total signal
prior to calculating the isotope ratios. The background contribu-
tion was determined by monitoring the X2O+ (X ) H or D)
signals when the liquid jet was positioned behind, or “off”, the
skimmer entrance. The X2O+ values are taken as the difference
between that measured “on” and “off”; i.e., X2O+ ) X2O+

on -
X2O+

off. All isotope ratios presented were determined as these
background-corrected values. The background correction was
typically 5-10% of the total signals. A slightly larger back-
ground correction was often necessary for H2O than for HDO
or D2O as a result of contributions from ambient water to the
measured signal. In a typical experiment, the X2O+ values are
monitored for 5 min in the on position and 5 min in the off
position for∼2 h total (∼10 measurements total). Only the last
minute of each 5-min measurement period is used in the
determination of the isotope ratios. The reported errors are taken
as the standard deviations calculated from the∼10 measure-
ments at each isotopic composition. Upon initial startup, the
observed background levels are out of proportion to the
composition of the liquid jet, with relatively high H2O+ signals.
The background levels drop rapidly at first but after∼2 h of
warm-up time are very constant and representative of the liquid
jet composition. All data is collected after this initial warm-up
period. The temperature dependence of the isotope ratios in the
evaporate was determined by measuring the X2O+ signals at
different positions along the length of the liquid jet, which cools
rapidly by evaporation.

2.2. Electron Impact Ionization. The use of electron impact
ionization to ionize water molecules can lead to extensive
fragmentation of the parent molecule if the kinetic energy of
the electrons is high. However, it is possible to tune the electron

energy to just a few electronvolts above the ionization threshold
such that only the parent ions are formed (i.e., X2O+).16 The
electron kinetic energy used in these experiments is 17 eV,
which is below the fragmentation threshold. Additionally, the
absolute cross sections for H2O and D2O ionization by electron
impact at 17 eV are identical.16 Thus, the absolute isotope ratios
of the evaporate can be determined by direct measurement of
the X2O+ currents. The observed X2O+ currents are proportional
to the number of molecules evaporating from the liquid jet, and
therefore, the observed isotope ratios are characteristic of the
absolute isotope ratios associated with freely evaporating
molecules.

2.3. Evaporation from a Liquid Jet. Nearly all previous
studies on the evaporation and condensation of water suffer from
the complication of the recondensation of the evaporating
molecules (or the evaporation of the condensing molecules),
making it difficult, if not impossible, to directly probe evapora-
tion as a fundamental, molecular-scale process.6,7 The conditions
for molecular evaporation are realized for a liquid jet when the
Knudsen condition is satisfied, namely when the mean free path
(λ) of the evaporating molecules is larger than the diameter of
the liquid jet (djet). For water, the equilibrium vapor pressure at
295 K is 19.7 Torr, corresponding toλ ∼ 5.2 µm. That is, on
average, the distance between molecules undergoing simulta-
neous evaporation is 5.2µm. Thus, whendjet < 5 µm, we expect
evaporating water molecules to experience very few collisions
with other evaporating molecules on average. Additionally, the
vast majority of collisions that do occur will not lead to
reflection of an evaporating molecule back into the liquid but
will simply change the trajectory and speed of the evaporating
molecule, and thus, the Knudsen condition is significantly
relaxed.

The vapor density of water molecules around the evaporating
liquid jet will fall off rapidly with distance from the center of
the liquid jet (r) approximately as17

wheren(r jet) is the water vapor density just above the liquid jet
surface,L is the liquid jet length exposed to the detector, and
r jet is the liquid jet radius. The total number of collisions
experienced by an evaporating molecule as it travels away from
the liquid jet is related to the mean free path at every point
along the trajectory away from the liquid jet, whereλ is given
by

whereσcol is the collision diameter of a water molecule (σcol )
2.6 × 10-10 m),18 k is Boltzmann’s constant, andT is
temperature in kelvin. The termp(r) is the pressure at a distance
r from the center of the jet. The average number of collisions
experienced by an evaporating molecule is then19

wherepsat is the saturation vapor pressure of water for a given
temperature. Note that eq 5 provides an upper limit forNcol

because it is assumed that it is appropriate to usepsat to
determine the vapor density at the liquid jet surface, i.e., that

n(r) ≈ n(r jet)
r jet

r
L

xr2 + L2
(3)

λ(r) ) (21/2πσcol
2n(r))-1 ) kT

21/2πσcol
2p(r)

(4)

Ncol(r,T) ) ∫r0

r 1
λ(r)

dr ≈
x2πσcol

2psat(T)r jetL

kT ∫r0

r1
r

dr

xr2 + L2

(5)
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γe ) 1. The calculated values ofNcol (with L ) 200 µm, the
diameter of the skimmer) at two temperatures (295 and 273 K)
as a function of the jet radius are shown in Figure 3. Whenr jet

< 3 µm (typical of the experiments performed herein),Ncol <
3.5, increasing toNcol ) 12 for r jet ) 15 µm at 295 K. We have
also calculated the average number of collisions forr jet ) 2.5
µm as a function of temperature (Figure 4). As the temperature
decreases, the number of collisions decreases, falling to<1
collision for water at the triple point (273 K). Consistent with
these calculations, Faubel and co-workers observed that the
velocity distribution of molecules evaporating from small liquid
jets (r jet < 5 µm) was indicative of free evaporation, while the
velocity distribution from larger liquid jets (r jet ) 25 µm) was
significantly narrower due to collisional cooling upon expansion
from the vapor layer over the larger jets.4,5 From this, we

conclude that recondensation of evaporating molecules does not
significantly influence our results.

2.4. Evaporative Cooling of Liquid Jets. As a liquid jet
evaporates in a vacuum, the evaporating molecules transport
heat away from the liquid jet. The cooling rate as the jet travels
in a vacuum is dependent upon the evaporative flux away from
the jet surface,Je (molecules/(m2 s)), the enthalpy of vaporiza-
tion, ∆Hvap (J/mol), and the heat capacity of the liquid,CP (J/
(mol K)). The temperature profile along the liquid jet as it
evaporates can be modeled5 according to

where dT is an infinitesimal temperature decrease due to
evaporation events.Γ is the ratio of the number of molecules
that have evaporated to the number that remain in the jet.
Accordingly, for a cylinder

whereFliq is the density of the liquid and dz is an infinitesimal
ring around the circumference of the liquid jet. Combining eqs
6 and 7 gives

or, converting from time to distance along the jet,

wherem is the mass of the evaporating molecules andVjet is
the liquid jet velocity. φe is an experimentally determined
parameter that describes the cooling of liquid microjets due to
evaporation in a vacuum.20 Given knowledge of the initial jet
temperature, eq 9 can be numerically integrated to determine
the temperature at any position along the liquid jet,Tz, assuming
that φe is known. Raman thermometry measurements of the
liquid jet temperature as it evaporates in a vacuum indicate that,
for small liquid H2O jets (r jet < 5 µm), φe ∼ 0.35.21 For pure
D2O, φe is somewhat smaller,∼0.25.21 The calculated temper-
ature vs distance for liquid jets of different sizes at a constant
velocity is shown in Figure 5a.

In the above model of evaporation from a liquid microjet, it
is assumed that the characteristic temperature is thebulk liquid
temperature and that no temperature gradient exists across the
jet (i.e., surface cooling is negligible such thatTsurf ) Tbulk).
Recently, it was demonstrated that the temperature at the
interface of water as it rapidly evaporates is constant to a depth
of ∼500µm, although overall this thick surface layer was cooler
than the bulk liquid water reservoir.22 It was concluded that
thermal mixing due to surface tension driven convection led to
the establishment of the observed uniform temperature layer.
Given that the liquid jets used in this study are nearly 100 times
smaller than the thickness of this constant temperature layer,
the assumption made above that the bulk liquid and liquid
surface temperatures are equal appears valid. Furthermore, we
note that the evaporative cooling model of Maa,11 as imple-
mented by Davis et al.,23 wherein the establishment of a strong
temperature gradient between the bulk liquid and surface is
explicitly considered for evaporation from very large liquid jets

Figure 3. Average number of collisions experienced by a water
molecule after evaporating from a liquid jet surface at 295 K (solid
line) or at 273 K (dashed line) as a function of jet radius (r jet). For the
experiments performed here,r jet < 4 µm and, more typically, is around
2 µm (solid region). A few experiments were performed using larger
size jets (crosshatched region).

Figure 4. Average number of collisions (solid line) experienced by a
molecule evaporating from a 2.5-µm radius liquid jet as a function of
the jet temperature. Also shown is the mean free path of water assuming
saturated vapor (dashed line).
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(r jet > 100 µm), fails to describe the experimentally observed
liquid jet temperatures from evaporative cooling in a vacuum.
The model by Maa actually predicts surface temperatureshigher
than the experimentally observed average jet temperature
measured by Raman spectroscopy21 and also that the jet surface
temperature is independent of jet size. This result holds even
when the theoretical maximum evaporation rate is assumed,
indicating that the surface-cooling model is not appropriate for
describing evaporation from small liquid jets.

In calculating the jet temperature from the above model for
different isotopic solutions, we use the thermodynamic param-
eters of pure H2O and pure D2O, weighted by the H or D mole
fraction in solution. It is important to consider the isotopic
composition when calculating the jet temperature because the
cooling rates for the different solutions (as based on the pure
H2O and pure D2O measurements) are noticeably different
(Figure 5b).

2.5. Sizing of Liquid Microjets. To accurately determine
the size of small liquid jets, we employ a method wherein the
angular variation of the intensity of light elastically scattered
by the liquid jet is measured. A HeNe laser (λ ) 532 nm) is
intersected perpendicular to the liquid jet at a distance∼ 0.5

mm from the jet nozzle tip. The intensity of the scattered light
is measured on a photodiode located 20 cm from the liquid jet/
laser interaction region as a function of the scattering angle,θ,
from 0° to 22°. The intensity at a given angle is dependent upon
the size of the liquid jet and the real part of the refractive index
of the liquid (1.33 for water). As the liquid jet radius is
decreased, the number of oscillations observed in the angular
window decreases. The observed scattering pattern is matched
with that predicted by Mie theory for scattering from a
cylinder.24 This is shown for a 2.45µm radius jet in Figure 6.
The liquid microjet radius can be determined to within at least
(0.05 µm.

3. Results and Discussion

The dependence of the isotope ratios (Revap) observed in nearly
free (ballistic) evaporation from small liquid microjets on the
liquid H/D concentration was determined by monitoring the
evaporate just as the liquid jet emerged from the nozzle, where
the liquid surface temperature is determined to beT ) 295-5

+1

K. To compare theRevap observed at different liquid H/D
concentrations, the ratios are referenced to the bulk liquid ratios
(Rliq) and reported as light/heavy (L/H), e.g., H2O/HDO. The
evaporation fractionation factor (Revap) is defined asRevap/Rliq,
analogous to the equilibrium fractionation factor (Reqm) Rvapor/
Rliq, where Rvapor is the isotope ratio in the equilibrium
vapor).25,26TheRliq values are calculated from the reaction H2O
+ D2O / HDO using an equilibrium constant ofK2 ) 3.84.
For all isotope ratios, it was observed thatRevapdepends strongly
on the H/D concentration of the liquid (Figure 7a). At low
deuterium mole fractions (øD), an apparent inverse isotope effect
exists, and at highøD, the observed fractionations are signifi-
cantly in excess of the equilibrium values. The observed
fractionation between H2O and D2O is approximately twice as
great as that between H2O and HDO or HDO and D2O, although
this depends explicitly onøD.

The value ofRevapfrom a larger liquid jet (r jet ) 15 µm) was
also measured atøD ) 0.825. For larger jets, a quasi-equilibrium
vapor jacket is established around the jet due to the greater
number of collisions experienced by evaporating molecules, and
recondensation of evaporated molecules consequently becomes

Figure 5. (a) Calculated liquid jet temperature due to evaporative
cooling in a vacuum for a pure H2O jet with r jet ) 2.5 µm (bottom
curve), 5µm (middle curve), and 10µm (top curve) at a constant jet
velocity of 50 m/s. (b) Calculated liquid jet temperature for pure H2O,
pure D2O, and a 50/50 H/D mixture for a 2.5-µm liquid jet flowing at
0.04 mL/min (V ) 34 m/s). Note the different scales on thex-axis for
parts a and b.

Figure 6. Example of the measured scattered light intensity vs
scattering angle used to determine the size of the liquid microjets. The
best agreement with theory is found forr jet ) 2.45µm (s). Shown for
comparison is the calculated profile for 2.4µm (‚‚‚) and 2.5µm (---).
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important. Therefore, values ofRevapare expected to approach
the equilibrium vapor values as the jet radius is increased.
Indeed, Revap was observed to evolve toward equilibrium
fractionation asr jet was increased from<3 to 15µm, decreasing
from 1.43( 0.08 to 1.29( 0.02 for Revap(H2O/HDO), from
1.87( 0.16 to 1.60( 0.04 forRevap(H2O/D2O), and from 1.31
( 0.04 to 1.24( 0.02 forRevap(HDO/D2O) at 295 K (2σ errors).
For reference,Reqmis 1.083 (H2O/HDO),25 1.164 (H2O/D2O),26

and 1.075 (HDO/D2O) at 295 K and has a negligible dependence
on øD, in contrast toRevap.27-30

Equilibrium isotope fractionation is a well-characterized
phenomenon that describes the generally larger vapor pressure
of an isotopically light species compared to that of the heavy
isotopomer relative to the corresponding condensed phase
composition.31,32 The value ofReqm for pure water shows no
significant dependence on isotope composition.27-30 Fraction-
ation arises from the different water isotopomers having different
zero point energies for their vibrational, librational, and hindered
translational motions. At equilibrium, the microscopic rate of
transport of water molecules across the liquid surface must be
zero (i.e., no net evaporation or condensation). For an isotopic
solution, this must hold trueindiVidually for each isotopic
species. Following from eq 2, the microscopic transport rate

for each isotopomer will depend explicitly onγe and γc.
HoweVer, because there is no net eVaporation or condensation
at equilibrium, γe and γc play no role in determining the
thermodynamic equilibrium property,Reqm. Given the definition
of the evaporation and condensation fluxes, it is required that
γe ) γc for each isotopomer at equilibrium.

As a system moves away from equilibrium, evaporation and
condensation become unbalanced, and the absolute value ofγe

will begin to control the isotope fractionation. For the limiting
situation of unidirectional, molecular evaporation (i.e., no
recondensation), the fractionation will be driven to a large extent
by differences inγe between the different isotopomers. Only if
γe ) 1 or if γe,L ) γe,H will the observed fractionation factor
for pure evaporation be independent of the liquid isotopic
composition. IfRevapvaries withøD, thenγe,L * γe,H andγe <
1. Hence, measurements of therelatiVe evaporation rates of
water isotopomers present a direct test of whetherγe is unity.
The strong composition dependence ofRevapand the obserVation
that, at mostValues oføD, Revap * Reqm proVide unambiguous
eVidence thatγe < 1. The observed composition dependence
indicates thatγe is an explicit function of isotopic composition
of the evaporating liquid. We emphasize that because this
conclusion is derived from the composition dependence ofRevap,
the result is independent of our ability to accurately specify the
liquid surface temperature, which has constituted a major
uncertainty in previous attempts to determineγe.

From the definitions ofRevapandReqmand the Knudsen model
of evaporation (eq 1), the ratio of evaporation coefficients
between the light and heavy species,γe,L/γe,H, is

In general,γe,L * γe,H and, therefore,γe < 1 (Figure 7b). Using
the data forRevap from Figure 7a, if we assume thatγe,H is a
constant, independent of composition, thenγe,L varies by as
much as a factor of 5, based on the observed H2O/D2O
fractionation. More likely, bothγe,L andγe,H vary with composi-
tion in ways that remain to be determined by future theoretical
and experimental work. In this scenario, theγe for H2O and
D2O can vary by as little as a factor of 2 over the concentration
range considered. For example, the observed variation inγe,H2O/
γe,D2O shown in Figure 7 can be explained if for smalløD γe,H2O

) 0.20 andγe,D2O ) 0.40 and for largeøD γe,H2O ) 0.42 and
γe,D2O ) 0.18.

The strong composition dependence ofRevap is surprising,
given thatReqm shows no measurable dependence on isotope
composition.27-30 The difference in behavior ofRevapandReqm

with composition indicates that values ofγe for the different
isotopic species exhibit dramatically different sensitivities to
changes in intra- and intermolecular frequencies upon condensa-
tion and that these frequencies depend explicitly on composition.
This suggests that fundamental differences exist between the
molecular-scale interactions that determineReqm (a thermody-
namic property) andRevap (a kinetic property).

As a liquid jet is injected into a vacuum, the evaporating
molecules efficiently transport heat away from the liquid,
causing the liquid jet to cool.5 Therefore, Revap can be
conveniently measured as a function of temperature by sampling
at different positions along the liquid jet axis of propagation.
We find that Revap increases dramatically with decreasing
temperature, as shown for aøD ) 0.5 isotopic solution over the
temperature range 295-264 K (Figure 8a). This result indicates

Figure 7. (a) Observed fractionation factors,Revap, associated with
free evaporation from a liquid jet for (O) H2O/HDO, (0) H2O/D2O,
and (4) HDO/D2O fractionation as a function of liquid deuterium mole
fraction (2σ standard deviations). Values ofReqm are indicated by the
following lines: (‚‚‚) H2O/D2O; (-‚-) H2O/HDO; (-‚-) HDO/D2O. The
strong composition dependence ofRevapdemonstrates thatγe for water
is less than unity. (b) Ratio ofγe,L/γe,H calculated from the data in part
a and eq 10.

γe,L

γe,H
) (mL

mH
)1/2Revap

Reqm
) (mL

mH
)1/2Revap

Reqm
(10)
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that the differences between theγe’s for the different isotopic
species depend strongly upon temperature for thisøD ) 0.5
solution.

The evaporation of a molecule from a surface can be treated
as a first order chemical reaction, dependent only on the surface
composition and the rate constant for evaporation with

wherekevap has units of 1/s and [X]surf has units of molecules/
cm2. The relative evaporation rates of the water isotopomers
determine the extent of fractionation and, therefore, the observed
Revap. Hence,

where we have assumed an Arrhenius form forkevap. If the

isotope ratios at the liquid-vapor interface are equal to the bulk
liquid ratios, eq 12 can be reformulated as

where ∆Ea ) Ea
L - Ea

H is the difference in activation
energies for evaporation between the isotopomers andAL/AH is
the ratio of prefactors. For aøD ) 0.5 solution,∆Ea ) -1.8 (
0.3, -3.6 ( 0.4, and-1.8 ( 0.2 kJ/mol andAL/AH ) 0.6 (
0.1, 0.4( 0.1, and 0.6( 0.1 for H2O/HDO, H2O/D2O, and
HDO/D2O fractionation, respectively (Figure 8a).

The∆Ea observed here for H2O/D2O in theøD ) 0.5 solution
is approximately twice the difference in the enthalpy of
vaporization of pure liquid H2O and D2O (∆(∆Hvap) ) -1.5
kJ/mol). In contrast, ifReqm(H2O/D2O) is fit to the Arrhenius
model (ln Reqm vs 1/T) over a similar temperature range, the
slope corresponds to-1.5 kJ/mol, equal to∆(∆Hvap). (We note
that if the temperature dependence ofReqmis considered over a
relatively large temperature range, e.g., from the triple point to
the critical point, nonnegligible curvature is observed in a plot
of ln Reqm vs 1/T. We might, therefore, expect the linearity of
a plot of lnRevapvs 1/T to hold only over a similarly restricted
temperature range.) BecauseReqm is controlled by both evapora-
tion and condensation, this indicates that an activation energy
difference associated with fractionation during free condensation
also exists, with∆Ea,c ) 2.1 ( 0.6 kJ/mol forøD ) 0.5. Given
the observed composition dependence ofRevap and the above
interpretation of the physical properties (∆Ea and AL/AH)
controlling Revap, it is necessary that either∆Ea or AL/AH vary
with composition. Preliminary results suggest thatboth terms
vary with composition.

In the above experiments, we have focused on measuring
relatiVe evaporation rates for isotopic water species. However,
in the temperature-dependent measurements, theabsolutesignal
levels decrease rapidly as the jet temperature decreases. Ac-
cordingly, the activation energy (Ea) associated with free
evaporation of an individual isotopic species can be estimated
from the absolute signal decrease with temperature (Figure 8b).
The accuracy and precision of this method in determiningEa is
limited by the reproducibility in placing the liquid jet at the
exact same on position for every temperature, as well as by the
accurate determination of the jet temperature. Small variations
in the angle of the jet with respect to the skimmer cause the jet
to move closer to or further away from the skimmer, thereby
yielding inaccurate signal decays with temperature; we note that
the measurement of isotope ratios does not exhibit this same
sensitivity to the jet position. Also, the temperature of the mixed
isotopic solutions has not been as well constrained as that for
the pure liquids has been, and therefore, the evaporative cooling
model provides only an estimate of the liquid jet temperature.
The Arrhenius prefactor (assumed to be temperature indepen-
dent) cannot be determined because the absolute evaporation
rates have not been measured. Nonetheless, theEa values we
derive for evaporation from aøD ) 0.5 solution are∼10 kJ/
mol greater than the corresponding∆Hvap values for the
isotopically pure liquids.33 Thus, there exists a significant barrier
to free evaporation for liquid water that, in part, causesγe to
be less than unity. Correspondingly, this result indicates that
there is an activation energy associated with condensation. The
Ea observed here for theøD ) 0.5 solution is similar to theEa

derived from absolute desorption rate measurements of pure H2O
and D2O ices17,34but is somewhat higher than those from some
other measurements ofEa for ice desorption.35,36This compari-

Figure 8. (a) Temperature dependence of the observed evaporation
fractionation factors in aT range from 264 to 295 K from theøD ) 0.5
solution for (O) H2O/HDO, (0) H2O/D2O, and (4) HDO/D2O. Using
an Arrhenius model for evaporation, a plot of ln(Revap) vs 1/T will have
a slope equal to-∆Ea/R and an intercept equal to ln(AL/AH) (see text
for details). These results show that∆Ea ) -1.8 ( 0.3, -3.6 ( 0.4,
and-1.8 ( 0.2 kJ/mol andAL/AH ) 0.6 ( 0.1, 0.4( 0.1, and 0.6(
0.1 for H2O/HDO, H2O/D2O, and HDO/D2O fractionation, respectively.
(b) Temperature dependence of theabsolutedesorption rates for (O)
H2O, (0) HDO, and (4) D2O from theøD ) 0.5 solution. TheEa values
for evaporation of H2O, HDO, and D2O are 55( 5, 57( 5, and 58(
5 kJ/mol, respectively.
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son is not meant to suggest that the liquid water jet exhibits
icelike properties but simply indicates that the activation energies
measured here in excess of∆Hvap for evaporation are not
unprecedented for systems containing water.

We have estimated the variability inγe with temperature by
calculating the evaporation flux from eq 11 using the observed
Ea and comparing toJe,max. If Je,maxis fit to the Arrhenius model
over a similar temperature range, the slope is approximately
equal to ∆Hvap. Thus, γe will vary exponentially with Ea

according toγe ∝ exp(-(Ea - ∆Hvap)/RT). The actual value of
γe will be determined by bothEa and the ratio of the prefactors
for Je,obs and Je,max (Ae ) Ae,obs/Ae,max). This interpretation of
the observations indicates thatγe is temperature dependent,
becoming smaller at lower temperatures. For example,γe at 295
K is approximately double its value at 255 K if we assumeEa

) 55 kJ/mol. On the basis of these results, we have developed
a transition state theory model of evaporation of liquid water
that indicates thatAe is greater than 1 and thatγe is ∼ 0.3 at
295 K.37

Our results are consistent with recent classical molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations of water-air and water-liquid
interfaces, where it was demonstrated that, although there are
fewer hydrogen bonds formed by water molecules at the
interface than in the bulk liquid (due to the decreased density),
when scaled by the coordination number, the fractional number
of hydrogen bonds formed is actually greater.38,39 This result
indicates that water molecules at the liquid-air interface have
a stronger tendency to form hydrogen bonds than do those in
the bulk liquid, which may lead to a decreased evaporation rate
relative to the theoretical maximum and be responsible for the
large observedEa. We note also that velocity distributions of
evaporating (and condensing) molecules determined from MD
simulation have been found to be non-Maxwellian, suggesting
the presence of an energetic barrier to evaporation.40,41Theoreti-
cal consideration of the kinetic energy distributions of freely
evaporating water molecules also indicates that the velocity
distributions of the emitted molecules are non-Maxwellian under
some conditions.42,43 The results from another MD study of
evaporation44 indicated that the evaporation coefficient is both
less than unity and increases with temperature, as is suggested
by our observations, although a separate study45 suggests the
opposite temperature dependence. In contrast, MD simula-
tions40,46,47have also been used to determine the mass accom-
modation coefficient for water on water, the results of which
indicate that the uptake coefficient of water on water at ca. 300-
350 K is∼ 1, inconsistent with the results presented here. We
note, however, that the methods used to determine MA from
classical MD simulations have recently been questioned.48 It is
also of interest that the calculated MA decreased with increasing
temperature in the one simulation where condensation was
considered at much higher temperatures.40 Given these varying
results, it appears that, at this point, simulations cannot provide
definitive values for the evaporation or mass accommodation
coefficients.

The fact thatRevap is not equal toReqm, and is also a strong,
nonlinear function oføD, allows us to speculate as to the nature
of the critical surface species involved in evaporation. The
isotopic composition dependence indicates the importance of
the first solvation shell in controlling evaporation. Specifically,
the nature of acceptor and donor hydrogen bonds, and their
influence on librational and hindered translational motions, will
determine evaporation rates. Both acceptor and donor hydrogen
bonds will be affected by changing the solvent composition,
but in different fashions. Acceptor bonds will exhibit a strong

direct sensitivity to compositional changes, because they depend
explicitly on whether the donated hydrogen bond (from the
solvent) contains a hydrogen or deuterium atom (e.g., O-H‚‚
‚OH2 vs O-D‚‚‚OH2). In contrast, the nature of the donor
hydrogen bonds (to the solvent) is only indirectly affected by
compositional changes (e.g., H2O‚‚‚H-O vs HDO‚‚‚H-O),
although this indirect influence may indeed be important. The
strong dependence ofγe on isotopecomposition suggests that
it may be affected strongly by other factors as well, such as the
presence of dissolved inorganic salts or organic species that
cause changes in the hydrogen bonding network, suggesting
interesting directions for future study.

4. Evaporation vs Mass Accommodation

It is important to make a clear connection between the results
described above for evaporation and the reverse process of
condensation. As mentioned in the Introduction, two recent
experimental determinations of the mass accommodation coef-
ficient for water vapor onto water gave quite different results.
A discussion of the two results has been presented by Davidovits
et al.49 Measuring the uptake of H217O from the gas phase into
a water droplet train at near equilibrium conditions, Li et al.
determined that MA is less than unity and exhibits a negative
temperature dependence, ranging from 0.17 (at 280 K) to 0.32
(at 253 K).12 In contrast, Winkler et al. determined that MA)
1 based on the measurement of condensation rates of water onto
silver particles in air at supersaturations of 1.3-1.45.13 It has
been suggested that the discrepancy between these two experi-
ments might arise because the high supersaturations and rapid
droplet growth in the Winkler et al. experiments engenders a
physical situation wherein “surface accommodation of water
vapor molecules might be followed by very efficient mass
accommodation as the newly arriving flux promotes their
incorporation into the bulk liquid.”49 However, we note also
that the results of Li et al. have recently been called into question
by fluid dynamics simulations of the droplet train apparatus that
propose that the uncertainty in MA is so large that the possibility
of MA being equal to 1 cannot be ruled out.46 Noting this debate,
we will nevertheless limit the comparison betweenγe and MA
to the results of Li et al. (referred to henceforth as the Boston
College/Aerodyne collaboration, or BCA)12 because our experi-
ments suggest thatγe < 1. We begin by considering the
formulation of mass accommodation given by BCA (see, e.g.,
Kolb et al.15 for a thorough discussion). In the droplet train
experiments of BCA, the uptake of a gas onto water is
considered as a net process, wherein re-evaporation of molecules
trapped temporarily at the surface and of those that have fully
accommodated must be explicitly considered. The BCA experi-
ments formulate uptake in terms of a resistance model, with
the observed uptake,γobs, expressed as

whereΓdiff is the diffusive gas-phase transport resistance,Γsol

is the Henry’s law solubility resistance, and MA is the mass
accommodation coefficient as defined by the BCA experiment.
In the molecular evaporation experiments presented here, there
is no analogue toΓdiff . The effects associated withΓsol have
some parallel to the diffusive limitations to formation of a
surface species. However, for a saturated solution such as that
which was used in our liquid jet experiments, we expect this
effect to be negligible. Assuming that thermal accommodation
is efficient (i.e., no molecules incident on the surface are directly

1
γobs

) 1
Γdiff

+ 1
Γsol

+ 1
MA

(14)
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scattered away), the mass accommodation process can be written
so as to depend only on the relative rates of surface desorption
(process 2 in Figure 1a) and bulk liquid solvation (process 3 in
Figure 1a). This can be represented as14,15

Here, the subscripts g, s, and l refer to the gas phase, surface
species, and liquid phase, respectively. The subscript numbers
refer to the processes represented in Figure 1a. From this, the
temperature dependence of MA is given by

where∆GBCA ) ∆HBCA - T∆SBCA is the free energy difference
between the gas phase and surface transition state. In eq 15,
there is no consideration of the transfer of completely solvated
molecules to the surface (i.e., process 1) because this is taken
as a separable property that is treated by the consideration of
the Henry’s law solubility of the gas, as given in eq 14;
evaporation is, therefore, treated as a separate phenomenon from
the uptake process. This solubility limit leads to a decrease in
the observed uptake with time as the liquid becomes saturated
with respect to the trace gas concentration.

Applying the same logic to the evaluation of evaporation from
the liquid jet, we find that only the processes represented by eq
17 are relevant, namely

and that the evaporation flux can then be expressed as

or as

In eq 18, the evaporation rate is the rate of transfer of molecules
from the surface to the gas phase, whereas in eq 19 the
evaporation rate is the difference between the rates of transfer
to the surface from the bulk liquid and vice versa. Using these
two relationships,

and therefore,

Recognizing the ratiok3/k2 from eq 16 in the BCA formulation,
we can rewriteJe in terms of∆GBCA as

which simplifies to

Here,nl is the liquid-phase concentration andk1 is in m/s. From
the definition of γe given in eq 2, we find the relationship

betweenγe and MA

We find thatγe and MA arenot equivalent but thatγe ∝ (1
- MA). This reflects the idea that if surface molecules are
returned to the bulk liquid much faster than they desorb/
evaporate from the surface (i.e.,k3 . k2) then a negligible
number of molecules will actually evaporate. In the limiting
case where MAf 1, γe f 0 and no molecules will evaporate.
In the BCA formulation of mass accommodation (eq 16), a value
of MA ) 1 is not allowed, although MA asymptotically
approaches unity as the temperature is decreased. If we assume
k1 is temperature independent,γe and MA are expected to exhibit
the opposite temperature dependence, as is suggested by our
measurements of evaporation and the BCA experiments on
uptake.12 Although theapparentdefinitions of MA andγe are
the same (cf. eq 2), this indicates that the uptake experiments
probe the mass transfer process in a fundamentally different
way than the free evaporation experiments, as is clear from
consideration of the processes represented in eqs 15 and 17.

This difference arises because evaporation, as expressed in
eq 17, effectively defines a dividing surface between the vapor
phase and liquid surface over which molecules must cross to
be counted as “evaporated”. In contrast, mass accommodation
is expressed in terms of the transport of molecules across a
dividing surface located between the liquid surface and the bulk
liquid in the BCA formulation (see Figure 1b). This distinction
is important because, in the BCA experiments, any molecules
that are “lost” to the surface on the time scale of the experiment
will be counted as accommodated even if they have not crossed
the dividing surface defined by the uptake model.

5. Atmospheric Implications
The kinetics of evaporation and condensation plays a crucial

role in determining the formation rates and lifetimes of clouds
and aerosols in the atmosphere by affecting the rates of loss
from and uptake onto preexisting particles.50-52 In particular,
it has been shown that droplet growth is highly sensitive to
variations in MA if MA < ∼0.1 but is relatively insensitive to
variations in MA for larger values, wherein droplet growth
becomes diffusion limited.51,52 Although there is no consensus
as to the exact magnitude of MA (perhaps as a result of differing
experimental definitions), it is generally agreed that for pure
water at ambient temperatures MA> 0.1,7,49 and, therefore, is
not expected to limit cloud growth. However, in most cloud
growth models it is assumed that the “condensation” coefficient
and the evaporation coefficient are equal and that the condensa-
tion coefficient is equivalent to the mass accommodation
coefficient. Our analysis indicates that careful consideration of
how to best define the mass transfer coefficients associated with
cloud formation and evaporation is necessary, although beyond
the scope of the present work.

If the kinetic limitation on cloud dynamics imposed by having
γe < 1 is significant, cloud droplet nuclei will not be as
efficiently activated and the resulting droplet size distribution
will be affected.50 Although we have not directly measured the
evaporation coefficient in these experiments, variations inγe

with temperature could be important in cloud formation
processes, because, unlike the mass accommodation coef-
ficient,12 γe is expected to decrease with temperature. In clean
atmospheres, liquid water has been known to persist to ap-
proximately-40 °C (233 K), where we predictγe will decrease
by more than a factor of 3 compared toγe at 295 K. Thus, it is
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possible that at low temperaturesγe < 0.1, and it is, therefore,
conceivable that differences in cloud formation properties exist
at different latitudes and altitudes.

Additionally, our experiments have also demonstrated the ex-
treme sensitivity ofγe to composition, even for liquid water
solutions of varying isotopic composition. Because supersatu-
rations of several hundred percent are necessary to engender
the homogeneous nucleation of water droplets in clean air, most
clouds are formed on preexisting cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN), which are often composed of somewhat soluble inor-
ganic ions and organic material.52 Our results suggest that the
presence of these ions or other soluble or insoluble material in
cloud droplets is likely to have a dramatic effect on the evap-
oration coefficient and mass accommodation coefficient for
water. It is well-recognized that the presence of dissolved ions
decreases the equilibrium vapor pressure over liquid water; in
the case of clouds, this is particularly important for very small
droplets.52 However, the effect of ions on the kinetic mass tran-
sfer coefficients has not been explicitly considered. Additionally,
soft anions have different propensities to exist at the liquid water
surface,53,54 and therefore, the effect of solutes onγe may be
highly solute dependent. As such, clouds that are formed in dif-
ferent regions of the earth may form withγe values characteristic
of the particular CCN composition. The CCN concentration in
a particular region is often estimated asNc ) CSk, whereS is
the supersaturation andC and k are empirically determined
parameters dependent on the size and composition of the aerosol
population.55 It is possible that observed differences in the
empiricalC andk values in different locations may be, in part,
determined by the variability ofγe between different air masses
or regions.

6. Conclusions
Our measurements of the isotope fractionation factors as-

sociated with the free evaporation of liquid water unambiguously
demonstrate that the evaporation coefficient of water is less than
unity. This is primarily evidenced by the unique dependence
of Revapon the isotopic composition of the liquid. Additionally,
the measured temperature dependence ofRevapdiffers from that
of the equilibrium fractionation factor. The dependence ofRevap

on øD indicates that evaporation depends strongly on both the
identity of the evaporating molecule and the nature of the first
solvation shell. The temperature dependence of the evaporation
rates for the individual isotopic signals indicates that an energetic
barrier to evaporation exists and, consequently, that the evapora-
tion coefficient decreases with temperature.
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